SHACKSBURY CELLARS

LUNA
COSMIC FRUIT WINE

SHACKSBURY CELLARS
Shacksbury Cellars is a collection of bottles that bring us back to our roots. These innovative special release ciders, hybrid wines and co-ferments are our passion projects, meant to blur the line between beverage categories. Handpicked to highlight our barrel program, Lost Apple Project, creative collaborations and unique craft ingredients – Shacksbury Cellars redefines what it truly means to be wild.

PRODUCTION
Luna is an electric alchemy of wild apples from Vermont with two Vermont grown grapes, Cayuga and Vidal. Cayuga is a hybrid grape, developed by Cornell, and Vidal is another hybrid developed by the French wine grape breeder, Jean Louis Vidal, in the 1930s. The cosmic wonder of this cider explores the edges of expectations for what defines cider and wine in order to create a category that is otherworldly. Luna is bright but grounded with punchy acidity and balanced tannins.

Apples - Wild apples from Vermont
Grapes - Cayuga and Vidal grapes from Vermont
Fermentation - Bottle conditioned with native yeast
> 12 x 750ml bottles
> 1/6 barrel